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Heoros 
“Heoros Hatmimim” is a periodical 
published by the Rabbinical Col-
lege of Australia & NZ, containing 
Torah thoughts and insights. See 
the “Heoros” page, under the 
“Students” section of our website.  

The next issue of “Heoros” is 
scheduled for the 15th of Elul - the 
anniversary of the establishment 
of Tomchei Tmimim. All contribu-
tions (both in Hebrew or in Eng-
lish) should be submitted no later 
than 29 Menachem-Av 5771 
(August 29, 2011), and may be 
emailed to 
heoros@rabbinicalcollege.edu.au.  

 

Our Website 
The Rabbinical College of Austral-
ia & NZ Website is being constant-
ly updated.  

Our newest feature is the “Annual 
Photos” section (under “Gallery”), 
which contains most of the annual 
group photos from the time of the 
College’s founding. 

Visit us at: 
RabbinicalCollege.edu.au 

 

Advert is ing  
To advertise in the YG Connec-
tion, the annual diary, or on our 
website, please contact us at  
admin@rabbinicalcollege.edu.au.  

The Rabbinical College of Australia & New 
Zealand (Yeshivah Gedolah – Melbourne) 
recently hosted the annual "Kinus HaShluchim" 
conference for the Talmidim HaShluchim of 
Australia.  

The Sydney Shluchim began arriving in Melbourne 
on Thursday, 12 Tammuz. The Kinus formally 
began at the community Farbrengen held in honour 
of Yud-Beis Tammuz, led by the renowned 
Mashpia Rabbi Yossi Paltiel. 

The highlight of Friday morning’s session was the 
Shiur delivered by Rabbi Elisha Greenbaum, 
spiritual leader of Moorabbin Hebrew Congregation 
and director of L’Chaim Chabad in Moorabbin. 
Rabbi Greenbaum’s talk focused on practical 
Rabbinics, with special emphasis in the realm of 
Bris Milah (circumcision). 

This was followed by the annual group picture, and 
enthusiastic singing and dancing. The Shluchim 
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then spent a very busy and successful afternoon on 
"Mivtzoim", reaching out to the local Jews of 
Melbourne.  

With the onset of Shabbos, a poignant and stirring 
Seder Nigunim was conducted at the Rabbinical 
College, followed by a joyous Kabolas Shabbos. The 
Shluchim then sat down to a Seudas Shabbos meal 
and Farbrengen, at which they shared Divrei Torah, 
stories and words of inspiration until 1:00 in the 
morning. 

Seder Chassidus and davening on Shabbos morning 
was followed by a wonderful Seudas Shabbos and 
Farbrengen hosted by the Raskin family. 

The Kinus concluded with a Melave Malka on Motzei 
Shabbos, held at the home of the Goldhirsch family. 
Rabbi Telsner of the Yeshivah Centre led the 
Farbrengen until the early hours of the morning. All in 
all, the Kinus ended on a high note, with the Shluchim 
reinvigorated and inspired to further their Shlichus. 

Top Row (L-R): Yoseph Salamon, Yeshaya Katz, Moshe Rudd, Menachem Mendel Solomon, Menachem Mendel Gutnick (Sydney), Dovid Rie-
senberg, Yeshaya Yehudah Dank, Shneur Zalman Plotke, Moshe Chaim Joseph, Aaron Levitz, Shneur Zalman Teleshevsky, Menashe Segman, 
Shimon Yisrael Dubinsky, Eli Wajsbort, Yehuda Zaltzman, Yosef Fellig, Ari Bendet, Shmuel Chaikin, Yosef Aron, Menachem Mendel Chriqui. 

Second Row (L-R): Michoel Nunez, Menachem Mendel Begun, Moshe Wolvovsky, Menachem Tzvi Straiton, Mendy Ulman, Levi Rosenbaum, 
Moishe Procel, Tzvi Hirsch Gourarie, Yisroel Ajzenszmidt, Nochum Greenwald, Ephraim Block, Yisroel Halon, Yisroel Gordon, Levi Brown, 
Yosef Yitzchok Sebban, Menachem Mendel Kesselman, Shmuel Shapira, Shneur Zalman Procel, Levi Yitzchok Liberow. 

Third Row (L-R): Moshe Sabbah, Shmaya Krinsky, Yitzchok Meir Einstein, Aron Masinter, Shmuel Lipskier, Moshe Lederman, Nochum Green-
berg, Shneur Zalman Szmerling, Shmuel Bryski, Shmuel Phillips, Menachem Mendel Rosenbaum, Yehudah Baker, Zev Aron, Efraim Lerner, 
Chaim Pinczower, Mendel Khutoretsky, Mordechai Morozow, Menachem Mendel Polter, Mordechai Gutnick. 

Front Row (L-R): Moshe Winner, Chaim Hillel Markovits, Rabbi S Goldzweig, Rabbi Y Schneier, Rabbi Y Winner, Rabbi SB Engel, Rabbi B 
Cohen, Rabbi M Szmerling, Rabbi S Gutnick, Mr H Herzog, Rabbi S Lesches, Mr M Serebryanski, Mr A Procel, Mr M Joseph, Yankel Hirsch, 
Yerachmiel Travitz, Sadya Liberow. 

Absent: Adam Finck, Berel Popack, Binyomin Eliezer Adelist, Shmuel Rapp, Dovid Staples, Menchie Spigler, Menachem Mendel Gutnick 
(Melbourne), Shaul Yachad, Dovber Lipinski, Sholom Kapeluschnik, Nachman Rivkin. 

The electronic version of this Magazine (including more information and pictures) is available at: 
www.rabbinicalcollege.edu.au/YGconnection 

To subscribe, please submit your email address to news@RabbinicalCollege.edu.au 

The Rabbinical College of Australia & NZ Newsletter 

The student Shluchim devoted their recent mid-minter break reaching out to their fellow Jews across Australia.  
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DON’T LEAVE HOME 
WITHOUT IT! 

Rabbi Moshe Feller is a 
senior Shliach; he has 
been reaching out to 
fellow Jews in his na-
tive Minnesota since 
the early 1960's. In 
particular, he is fa-
mous for always carry-

ing a pair of Tefillin wherever he goes,  
adopting the American Express Card 
motto "Don't leave home without it!" He is 
constantly ready to help a fellow Jew don 
Tefillin. At a recent Farbrengen attended 
by students of the Rabbinical College, 
Rabbi Feller shared many gems. Several 
anecdotes are presented below: 

A story with an "Australian connection": 

It was 1968. The Rebbe’s Tefillin campaign 
was central to my activities when I first ar-
rived on Shlichus in the Twin Cities. Togeth-
er with the other Shliach in the Twin Cities, 
Rabbi Asher Zelingold, I would frequent the 
Hillel building at the University of Minnesota 
campus to put on tefillin with the students. 

The rabbi at Hillel, Lewis Milgrumb, was 
quite friendly with me. One time, Rabbi 
Milgrumb approached me and asked, 
“Moish, you know that I already put Tefillin 
on every day, so what do you have to offer 
me?” 

I responded: “For you, I have Rabbeinu 
Tam, I have Ra’avad, and I have Shimusha 
Rabba. I have all four pairs of tefillin!” 

Incredulous, Rabbi Milgrumb asked, “Do you 
mean to say that there are people who lay 
four pairs of Tefillin?” I went on to explain 
that the Rebbe and certain Chassidim would 
don four pairs of Tefillin daily, so that their 
observance conformed with the opinions of 
Rashi, Rabbeinu Tam, the Raavad and the 
Shimusha Rabbah. From that point on-
wards, the phrase “four pairs of Tefillin” be-
came our buzzword at every occasion that 
we met. 

About six months later, I attended a Yechi-
dus with the Rebbe, together with my wife. 
At the Yechidus, the Rebbe informed me 
that the B’nai Brith had chosen Rabbi 
Milgrumb to open a Hillel House at a univer-
sity campus in Melbourne, Australia. “You 
should tell him, and you may tell him in my 
name, that he should not think that what he 

Many of the student Shluchim devoted their recent mid-minter break to reach out to Jews 
across Australia. Hirschel Gourarie and Shmuel Lipskier recounted their experiences in 
Campbelltown and Parramatta, New South Wales. (All names are pseudonyms.) 
 

In one of the homes that we visited on the outskirts of 
Campbelltown, we spent several hours in meaningful 
conversation with Sara and Jack, their three young boys, 
and Sara’s father. At one point during the conversation, 
the telephone rang. Sara picked up the phone, and when 
she realized that she was speaking to her child’s Hebrew 
teacher, she exclaimed, “Ben, you wouldn’t believe who 
we are hosting right now. Two roving rabbis have come 
for a visit!”  

Ben responded, “Wow, how coincidental. I just finished 
speaking with my mother in Parramatta, and she told me 
that two roving rabbis visited her just yesterday.” He didn’t 
realize it, but he was referring to us! We were amazed at 
the Hashgocha Protis (Divine Providence) connecting 
these two visits, even though the driving distance was 
over an hour-and-a-half.  

As our discussion progressed, Sara told us that she had 
always wanted her home to have a Mezuzah, but that she 
had been told that this was not allowed because she did 
not yet observe all the laws of Kashrut. We were quick to 
explain that she had been misinformed, and that we were 
more than happy to put a Mezuzah up. 

Sarah excitedly gathered her entire family at the front 
door. The Brocho was recited, and Sara’s father affixed 
the Mezuzah. We spontaneously broke out into a dance 
with Jack, and the excited children were quick to follow by 
forming their own circle. Our visit ended on a high note. 

The effects of our visit are still being felt. For the first time, 
the family attended Shule on Shabbos. And, we just 
received the following email from Sara: 

Hello Hirschel, 

I trust your flight to Melbourne was OK, and you have settled back into cold Melbourne 
weather. 

Joshua keenly did his Hebrew lesson today with my friend Ben, who commented that he could 
see Joshua had made a real effort today, and he wondered what the turnaround was. I told 
him…”the roving Rabbis of course!” 

We had the opportunity to meet many more Jews and their families, and we also spent some time 
visiting the elderly. We are grateful for the opportunity to reach out and inspire our fellow Jews, and 
we would like to thank Rabbi and Mrs Wernick for the hospitality that they graciously extended to us. 
 

Mendy Kesselman and Yitzchak Einstein recounted their experiences in Canberra and the 
surrounding region. 

We arrived in Canberra under the auspices of Chabad of 
the ACT, directed by Rabbi Dan Avital. One of our first 
tasks was to help set up a Kosher kitchen for Bernette, 
who had told Rabbi Avital of her desire to increase the 
Kosher standards of her kitchen. It is a big task to fully 
Kosher a kitchen, and we spent two full days Koshering 
Bernette’s kitchen, including the two hour drive with all of 
her dishes which we immersed in the recently opened 
Mikvah Chaya Mushka in Canberra. Needless to say, 
Bernette was very thankful for our efforts. 

Another highlight of our trip was our visit to the farm of a 
Jewish family living in Gundaroo. We practiced the 
recitation of the Shema with the children, discussed the 
Parsha and put up a Mezuzah. 

We spent the remainder of our week meeting the elderly 
and unaffiliated members of Canberra’s Jewish community. We extend our thanks to Rabbi and Mrs 
Avital for their gracious hospitality. 

Roving Rabbis - Winter 5771 could not accomplish (in terms of religious 
observance) at the University of Minnesota, 
he won’t be able to achieve in Australia. 
There, the students are more open to reli-
gious experience.” 

The Rebbe added with a smile, “I do not 
mean that he has to initiate four pairs of 
Tefillin over there!” 

When I recounted this Yechidus to Rabbi 
Milgrumb, he was amazed; neither of us had 
told the Rebbe about our discussions and 
constant references to four pairs of Tefillin. 

"Am Yisroel Chai": 

I once participated in an Israel solidarity 
mission, organized by the local Jewish Fed-
eration of the Twin Cities. One of the places 
we visited was the Park Hotel in Netanya, 
which is the site of one of the most devastat-
ing suicide bombing attacks carried out by 
the enemies of Israel. On the first night of 
Pesach in 2002, as hundreds of guests were 
preparing to enjoy the Pesach Seder in the 
dining hall, a Hamas suicide terrorist arrived 
disguised as a woman and detonated him-
self. The terror attack left 29 civilians dead 
and 155 wounded.  

We arrived at the hotel, and we were taken 
to the exact spot in the hotel’s dining room 
where the terrorist blew himself up. A me-
morial was displayed, with pictures of those 
who perished in the attack, a yahrtzeit can-
dle and a charity box. The mood amongst 
the delegates was sombre as one rabbi 
chanted the “Kail Molei Rachamim.” Another 
rabbi led the delegation in the singing of “Am 
Yisroel Chai.” 

Then it was my turn to speak. I turned to my 
fellow delegates, and I said, “Friends, in this 
place where our enemies tried to negate the 
fact that ‘Am Yisroel Chai’ (the nation of 
Israel lives), in this very place, we will 
demonstrate that ‘Am Yisroel Chai’ – not just 
by declaring it, but by acting upon it and 
putting on Tefillin.” The group was extremely 
receptive, and I proceeded to lay Tefillin with 
all those who had not yet done so that day. 

There were other Lubavitchers in the tour, 
and when they saw this turn of events, they 
immediately ran to the bus in order to bring 
their own pairs of Tefillin. However, the bus 
was locked, and the bus-driver was nowhere 
in sight. Only because I had my pair of Tefil-
lin with me on hand was I able to take ad-
vantage of this most auspicious moment! 

In the subsequent review of the Israel soli-
darity mission, the president of the Federa-
tion recounted, “My most inspiring moment 
of the entire tour was when Rabbi Feller put 
on Tefillin with me on the exact spot where 
the terrorists took 29 lives.” 
 

More of Rabbi Feller’s anecdotes are availa-
ble on the “Farbrengen” page in the 
“Students” section of our website.  

One month prior to Gimmel Tammuz, the 
Shluchim of the Rabbinical College of 
Australia & New Zealand (Yeshivah Gedo-
lah – Melbourne) initiated a Mivtzah 
(campaign) to encourage the students to 
prepare for this auspicious day. The 
Mivtzah was coordinated by Shluchim Tzvi 
Hirsch Gourarie and Shmuel Lipskier, and 
special booklets were prepared by Shliach 
Moshe Wolvovsky. Students were encour-
aged to participate in a variety of ways, 
including attending a Moshiach Shiur 

twice weekly, 
filling out a Duch 
(report)every 
day, making and 
keeping a per-
sonal Hachlata 
(resolution), 
watching a vid-
eo of the Reb-
be every week, 
and learning a 
Ma’amar 
(Chassidic 
discourse) by 
heart. 

 
The grand prize was a ticket to the Rebbe 
for Gimmel Tammuz, and it was raffled off 
at the end of a special Farbrengen held on 
Chof-Ches Sivan. The winner was Men-
achem Tzvi Straiton, who departed for 
New York to represent the Yeshivah for 
Gimmel Tammuz. 
 
Other prizes included $770 towards the 
purchase of a ticket to the Rebbe for 
Tishrei, several sets of Likuttei Sichos and 
Sefer Ma’amarim Melukat. 

Gimmel Tammuz at YG 


